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AU Commitment to Informing the Field

• State of the science, cutting edge information presented by expert practitioners

• Broad range of topics including
  – Access to Care
  – Health Care Reform
  – Harm Reduction Advocacy series
  – Retention in Care
  – Sector Transformation

• Today’s webinar is part of our Sector Transformation series
  – Navigating the New Reality (May)
  – Remaining Relevant (May)
  – Board Engagement (June)
  – New Opportunities for ASOs to Participate in Medicaid (today)

• Limited resources available to help CBOs decide whether to merge, grow, or go responsibly (Contact Stephanie Cruse, scruse@aidsunited.org)
Webinar Instructions

• All attendees are in listen-only mode

• Everyone can ask questions at any time using the question/chat feature

• This webinar has too many attendees for questions to be submitted over the phone

• During Q & A segment, the moderators will read questions that have been submitted
Use the Question Feature to Ask Questions or Email Questions

During the session, you can use this button to "Raise Your Hand" if you have a question.

If there are more questions than can be answered during a session, the Organizer may ask that you type in questions in the Question Log so that they may be addressed later, via email.
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THANK YOU!
Questions

• Ask your questions using the webinar question feature.

• If we don’t get to your question it will be logged and we’ll do our best to follow up!
What’s Next

• Download & share the presentation and webinar recording (available in a few days)

• We need your feedback! When you sign off, take the quick survey about the webinar

• Watch for future webinar announcements
Thank You

Julia Hidalgo, CEO – Positive Outcomes, Inc.
kferree@360strategygroup.com

For more information about sector transformation, please email: Stephanie Cruse, Program Manager– AIDS United
scruse@aidsunited.org
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